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Theme of the term is Excellence 
 

This term’s topic is ‘Fairy Tales’ 
 

Date 13.05.2020 
Affirmation of the day I am peaceful 

 Core and support Extension 

Phonics  
Time guide max 20 mins 
 
Giraffe group 
Objective: to revise  Tricky words. 

Phonicsplay Phase 5 Play phonics play -> Tricky word trucks -> 
choose own selection -> Phase 3,4 up to Mrs. 

Review new tricky words. 

Phonics play -> Train your brain -> choose words -> Phase 5a -> 
looked, called, asked. 

Cheetah group 

Objective: to revise tricky words.  
Flashcards of tricky words OR Phonicsplay Tricky Word Trucks 
Phase 4 choose Phase 3 + were/little/one/there from Phase 4 
selection. 
Objective: to read and highlight new tricky words in text. 
See text below and highlight were/ little/ there/one on different 
colours. 
Objective: to read tricky words in sentences.  
Phonicsplay Phase 4  Sentences 
Week 4 Monday tricky word were/little/one/there 
 

 
 
Giraffe 
group 

Write new 
tricky words 
down + 

sentence. 

 
 
 
 
 
Cheetah 
group 
 
 
Write own 
sentences 
using these 
words.  

Handwriting 
Focus 

Guide time max 10 mins 
Objective: to form letter ‘p‘  correctly. 
Use lead in, then down, below the line, back up and over to form 
the curved apart and then the flick out. 
Letter formation handwriting page.  

 

Literacy 
Reading 

Guide time max 10 mins 
Objective: to read the story ‘Hansel and Gretel’. 
Read your own version of the story OR watch the video- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtTjgYVfLI8 
Is this the version you know?  

 

Literacy 
Writing 

Guide 10-15 mins 
Objective: to write about your favourite sweet.  

Write 
minimum 
four 
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The children were very excited to see the sweets on the house 
and began to eat them. What is your favourite sweet?  
Draw a picture and write about it. Can you write why you like it?  
If you can’t choose one sweet write about more than one! Write 
two sentences.  
Sentence starters- 
 I like………..  because it ………. 
It is……..   
Use colours or shapes to write about the sweet(s).  
 

sentences 
with 
reasons.  
Remember 
capital 
letters, full 
stops and 
finger 
spaces.  

Maths 
Development  

White Rose maths. 
Please follow the link and carry out the Wednesday activities.  
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/early-years/ 
The Very Busy Spider 
These activities consolidate concepts taught during the year. 

 
 
 
 
 

Afternoon 
learning 
EYFS  
curriculum 

Music focus 
Sing spider or other animal songs- link to The Very Busy Spider 
maths work.  
How many can you think of?  

 
 

Physical 
Development 

Go on a walk. Go in woods if possible. Can you leave a trail for 
other people to follow? Can you remember where you have 
been? Could you create a memory stick to help you? Find a stick 
and put on items on your stick as you go along to help you 
remember you journey? 
Can you find any evidence of animal tracks?  
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Highlight the words 

 
there/were/ one/little 
 

Choose a different colour for each word. 
 
There were six cats sat on the mat. One of the cats was 
little. The little cat went to the box. There he saw two 
ants and he began to play with one. The other ant was 
too little for him to play with. 
                                                 
 
 

Can you draw a picture to tell the story? 
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